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Introductions

Minesh Tanna, Solicitor Advocate and AI Lead, Simmons & 
Simmons and Chair of the SCL AI Group

Sara Vero, Emerging Technologies Counsel, JP Morgan and 
committee member of the SCL AI Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minesh: Sol S&S, Tech DR – fights tech companies – money, contractAI -  last 3-4 years – technogeek, gadgets, tech, computers. AI fascinating legal perspective – question fundamental principles. Get involved in AI law as much as possible – Chair group, writing books, lecturing at universities, speaking at conferences – advising clients. Sara
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AI and the Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MineshWhy talk about AI and law at all? Start by saying that law is essential – might not seem profound thing to say, but vital that there is regulation around technology. Why? Well without it, no control of technology – people could develop it without caring about how it works. Could cause harm. Also, important with emerging technology that we trust it – we may not know how it works, but important that we trust it. Take aeroplanes – I don’t really know how aeroplanes work but I trust them. Why? One of the reasons is because I know it’s regulated – plane has certain spec, pilots are trained / qualified. There is law around it to give me reassurance.AI no exception – Sara will come on to discuss, dealing with novel form of tech, capacity to cause harm. Philosophical – need law to deter, to punish (retribution) and compensate (restorative). Look at EU draft AI Reg – protecting consumers from harm that AI could cause. Fines. But blank canvas – some law that can apply to AI e.g. product liability, equality law if AI causes discrimination. But not any specific laws that apply to AI. Why not law already?But what often find is that delay between technology being used and law being introduced to regulate that technology. That’s an issue – because in that time, people can use tech without law. Consumers may be subject to the technology without the protection of law. Imagine getting on an aeroplane knowing that there’s no regulation in place about how aeroplane was built. Two reasons why delay:Tech adoption moves at a very quick rate – pandemic accelerated that. AI technology as an example is moving really quickly. So difficult for law makers to keep up – ultimately those developing the technology move quicker than those trying to regulate itAlso not easy to draft laws – very time-consuming process. Law needs to be good otherwise no point, but takes a long time to understand the tech – particularly as getting more complicated. You’ve all heard of GDPR I’m sure – that took nearly 6 years I think to actually come into force, so gives you some idea about timing involved.Where does this leave us?Could not have any law at all. Argue that, if AI so powerful, shouldn’t stifle innovation in any way. Those that would argue that free market will sort it out – those that are safety conscious / best standards will do well; those that are lackse will not. But that argument doesn’t really work – otherwise wouldn’t have any laws Consensus that law is required, but question marks about:Type of law – soft law, hard law, Nature of liability – strict, fault-based – e.g. prod liability, but innovation Who liable? EU Reg – producers vs users. But read feedback from Google, Microsoft and NEC about not good enough for AI – I drafted one of those.Because blank canvas – lots of people can have a say. Including you – encourage you to take part in essay because that will be part of the dialogue. Chapter book on bias and discrim. 
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What is Artificial Intelligence? 
No fixed legal (or non-legal) definition…
• EU AI Act proposed definition: “‘artificial intelligence system’ (AI system) means 

software that is developed with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed 
in Annex I and can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs such 
as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing the environments 
they interact with.”

What is Machine Learning? 
Tom Mitchell’s 1997 engineering definition: 
• “A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of 

tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, 
improves with experience E.”

How can we translate this for non-engineers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sara
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Bias and Discrimination in AI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minesh
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Data and Bias in Machine Learning 
• Why is data essential to machine learning models?

- Where does that data come from?
- How was the data prepared?
- How do we manage changes over time and keep the model relevant?

• What do data scientists mean by “bias”?
- Bias is (roughly) the difference between the prediction and the correct value.
- It results from assumptions and simplifications needed to build the model.
- It’s frequently the result of a trade-off against other design considerations.
- Remember - bias has a different meaning to non-statisticians.

• So machine learning predictions don’t always get things right…
- Does this matter, and if so, what are the legal implications?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sara
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Discrimination  

• What is discrimination?

• What is the connection between bias and discrimination? 

• Examples of where AI bias has caused unlawful discrimination:
• Facebook
• Amazon
• Loomis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minesh DiscriminationLots of definitions – both legal and non-legal – but broadly about equality. About ensuring that no one receives unequal treatment based on a particular quality which we, as humans, don’t consider justifies different treatmentQualities are often fundamental ones – age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation to name a few. Cross-over with human and fundamental rights – because so fundamental that not treated unequally based only on those characteristicsVary across jurisdictions – some juris where sexual orientation isn’t viewed in same waySo when talking about discrim – descriptive vs normative Not easy: direct v indirect (disparate treatment v disparate impact) – what if discriminating on basis of one measure which isn’t sensitive (postcode) but causes discrimination – what do you do then? No consensus – lots of case lawJustifications – firefighter case – height. So in talking about discrim – got to bear in mind differing treatment around the world, normative point (what should), direct v indirect and justifications. Not easy.Bias and discrimOften hand-in-hand but not the sameSARABias may not lead to discrimImportant point about discrim – tackling end result, not about process.FacebookAdverts on Facebook target individuals based on certain information, which can cause issues when adverts are for e.g. jobsStudy at US university found that:Adverts for school teachers and secretaries were shown to more women than menAdverts in AI industry shown to more men than womenBUT, Facebook advertising tool bases decisions on historical preferences that individuals clicking on adverts have demonstrated So, AI system may be accurate in technical sense, but humans will have to teach system to avoid any Output BiasAmazonAmazon “Prime” i.e. same-day or next-day delivery service launched in various cities in USVarious zip codes excluded from “Prime” service because AI system / data concluded that no profit if includedBUT, those zip codes were areas where predominantly ethnic minorities Amazon since decided to offer delivery in some areas, but not others As with Facebook example, AI system working as it should. But, creates, and in this case perpetuates, societal bias or prejudice.Wisconsin v LoomisDefendant Loomis guilty of role in shootingWisconsin used “Compas” (algorithm to assess likelihood of re-offending)Compas report showed high risk of violence and re-offendingCompas subsequently shown to be bias
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Discrimination: thoughts on the essay topic  

• Current protection from the law against discrimination:
• What is “law”? 
• Is the protection “adequate”? 
• What should the protection protect?
• What redress should there be against discrimination?

• Consider descriptive and normative positions i.e. what protection 
there currently is and what protection there should be. Take into 
account the particular features of AI. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minesh Already spoken a bit about it:What is law – consider different forms. And consider purpose of law – deter, punish, restore – what are you seeking to achieve? All of them – is that right?Protection adequate – what does that mean? Standard against which to measure? Who measures it – according to whom is it adequate?Protection but from what? What should protection protect? Is it a process-driven protection or is it about the end result?Redress – what should the justice be? Descriptive and normative. There is increasing concern that machine learning tools embed bias in their operations and outputs. To what extent does the law currently provide adequate protection from or adequate redress in respect of any such discrimination?’
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Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MineshSara
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Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trish
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